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Abstract 
The article defines a class of dual vector Pad6-Hermite problems. It describes dual basis matrices for the solution 
spaces of such problems and proves their properties. We show how degree restrictions can be imposed on vector 
Pad~-Hermite problems and what the effect is on the dual basis matrices. 
We also show that the classical duality between Pad6-Hermite problems of type I and type II is a special case of vector 
Pad~-Hermite duality. This is proved without the classical restrictive assumption of normality. 
The article proposes an algorithm that solves two dual vector Pad6-Hermite problems at the same time, returning dual 
basis matrices of the respective solution spaces. 
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O. Introduction 
In origin, this article is based on work of Mahler [6, 7], Jager [4-1 and Coates [2] on the 
Pad6--Hermite problems of the Latin and German type. When they assumed normality of the data 
(i.e., when the corresponding linear system is nonsingular), they proved some duality properties of 
these problems. 
Both Pad~-Hermite problems can be seen as special cases of vector Pad~-Hermite problems. 
The aim of this article is to generalise the duality principle to the level of the vector Pad6-Hermite 
approximants. We define a class of dual problems, in which the Latin and German problem again 
form a special case. In this way the duality of those problems is also enlarged to the nonnormal 
case. 
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 1 the vector Pad6-Hermite approximation problem is 
defined and we formulate the conditions for a set of solutions to be a basis for its solution space. 
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In Section 2 we give a general definition for the duality of two vector Pad6-Hermite problems. 
Section 3 describes how degree restrictions can be imposed on the solutions. Then we prove that 
the classical duality is only a special case of the generalised one. We show a similar duality between 
matrix Pad6-Hermite approximants and matrix simultaneous Pad6 systems and for matrix Pad6 
approximants. Section 4 shows how the recursive solution algorithm for a vector Pad6-Hermite 
problem also solves directly and recursively the dual problem. 
1. Definition of the vector Pad£LHermite problem 
Consider a field F. Then we denote the ring of polynomials by F I-z], the ring of power series by 
F [ [z] ] and the F [-z]-module of polynomial vectors by F [z]". 
We generalise the notions "degree" of a polynomial and "order " of a power series in the 
following way for matrices and vectors. 
Definition 1. O(z'~),Os(z"),O(z ") and ~-deg(a(z)) are 
A(z) ~F[[z ] ] '×" ,  a e ~ then 
A(z) = O(z ~) ¢¢. 3Ap(z) e F[[z]]m×": A(z) = z~At,(z), 
~A(z) = z~_A + O(z ~+x) 
A(z) = Os(za) cz. ~.~ eFm×n has full rank. 
Letf (z)  = [fl(z) ... f,(z)] T eF[ [z ] ] "  and ae  N", then 
f ( z )  = O(z') o f ( z )  = O(z"), i = 1 .... , n. 
Let T e 7/", a(z )EF[z ] "  and say deg(0) = -1 ,  then 
z-deg(a(z)) = max{deg(ai(z)) - zi] 1 <<. i <<. n}. 
defined by the following. Let 
We can define the vector Pad6-Hermite problem as an extension of the classical Pad6-Hermite 
approximation problems of the Latin and the German type. 
Definition 2. Given a formal power series Fvpn(z )eF[ [z ] ]  k×" (n > k), with Fvpn(0) of full rank, 
then a solution of the vector Padb-Hermite approximation problem of order a (a > 0) is a polynomial 
vector p(z )e  F[z]"  such that 
Fvp . (z )p (z )  = 
For a given Fvpn(z) we denote the set of solutions p(z) - -  corresponding to a certain o- - -  by S ~. 
The condition on the rank of FVPH(0 ) means that there exists, associated with each FVPH(Z), at 
least one permutation matrix PvPH e F"  ×" and matrices FL(Z) e F [ [z] ]k × k, FR(Z) e F [ [z] ]k × t,- k) 
such that 
Fvpn(z) = [FL(Z) F~(z)] PveH, 
where FL(O) is nonsingular. 
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More generally, we can define the vector Pad6-Hermite problem of order a ~ [~k when we 
replace in the previous definition tr by a. This makes it possible to transform practically all vector 
Pad6-Hermite problems into problems that have a full rank Fvp.(0). We only have to recombine 
different rows and then divide them by z until their constant parts are nonzero and linearly 
independent. 
The solution set S * is a free F[z] -module of dimension n (cf. [3]). Hence, there is a set of basis 
vectors at(z) such that every solution p(z) ~ S ~ can be written in a unique way as 
p(z) = ~ ci(z)ai(z) for some ci(z) ~ F[z]. 
i=1  
We represent a basis of S ~, which is a submodule of F[z]" ,  as a square matrix, called a basis 
matrix 
A(z) = [ax(z) ..- a,(z)] eF[z]  "×". 
Lemma 3. Given a vector Padb-Hermite problem of order ~r with FvpH(z)~ F[ [z ] ]  k×n then a poly- 
nomial matrix 
A(z) e F[z] "×" is a basis matrix of S~¢* , ~FveH(Z)A(z) = O(z~), 
[deg(det(a(z))) = ktr. 
ProoL See [9]. [] 
The determinant of A(z) is not only of strict degree ko-, we can prove a much stronger 
result. 
Lemma 4. Given a vector Padk-Hermite problem of order ~ with FvpH(z) ~ F[[z]] k×" and a corres- 
pondin9 basis matrix A(z) for the solution set S ~, then det(A(z)) = az k~, a ~ O. 
Proof. Because deg(det(A(z))) = ka, we only have to prove that det(A(z)) = O(zk~). Let l = n -- k, 
then 
det 
i.e. 
([Fo(Z) FR(Z)IPvPHA(Z)I, ] =det{~O(z~)l'~\LO(z°)JJ 
Os(z°)Os(z°)det(A(z)) = O(z k~) =¢, det(A(z)) = O(zk~). 
Because the columns of A(z) form a basis, the determinant cannot be 0: det(A(z))4: 
0 =, a~0.  [] 
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The proof of the lemma gives us necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of solutions to be 
a basis. We can say that for A(z) ~F[z ]  "×" 
Fvl, rt(z) A(z) = (z~), 
A(z) is a basis matrix of S ° ,~ det(A(z)) = a(z) ~ O, 
deg(a(z)) ~< ka. 
We do not use here the stronger condition a(z)= az k" which is, by Lemma 4, an immediate 
consequence of deg(a(z)) ~< ka, because we will regard this equivalence mainly as a set of sufficient 
conditions for a set of polynomial vectors to be a basis matrix. 
Definition 5. We define an extension F(z)~ F [  [z] ]"×" of the matrix Fvpn(z) as: 
ff(z)= [Fo(Z) FR(Z)] 
z~It J PvP.- 
We can then prove that the residual series R(z) = Fvp.(z)A(z) = Os(z"*). Indeed, we have 
det(/~(z)) = det(P(z) A(z)) = det(P(z)) det(A(z)) = Os(z"0 
[det(z-~/~(z))]z=O 4= 0 
= Os(z R(z) = Os(z% 
2. Duality 
F(1) . For a given matrix vpn(Z) ---- [-FL(Z) FR(Z)] PVPH 6 F[[Z]] k×n, consider the associated problem 
with 
F(2) - VPH(Z) = [--FR(z)T FL(Z) -T It] Pve .  ~ F [z ]  ("-k) xn. (1) 
It is clear that this new matrix defines a vector Pad6-Hermite problem, because 
rank F(v~.(0) = n - k = I. 
Both problems are complementary in the sense that 
(1) (2) T 
VvPu(z )FvPn(z ) = 0. 
For this reason and also because their dimensions are also complementary, i.e., k + l = n, they are 
conventionally called dual problems. However, the set of dual problems is larger. 
Definition 6. Consider two vector Pad6-Hermite problems of order a defined by F1 (z) 6 F [ [z] ]k×, 
and F2(z) 6F[ [z ] ]  t×" with k + l = n. Then these two problems, 
F1 (z)p(z) = O(z% 
F2(z)p(z) = O(z"), 
are called dual if 
r l  (z) Fz(z) ~ = O(z'~). 
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If an extension ff~ (z) of the matrix F~ (z) is given as in Definition 5, then we can define a dual 
extension for the matrix F2(z) as 
r2(z) I_z'l~ 0 jP~ L z lk Px. 
So both extensions have the same permutation matrix P1 = P2. This is a correct extension, i.e., 
rankFz,L(0) = l; the rows of F2(0) cover the complete null space of the rows of FI(0), because 
n = k + I and FI(0)Fz(O) T = 0 (for a > 0). For the basis matrices of dual problems, we can prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Consider two dual vector Padk-Hermite problems of order tr with F1 (z) and F2(z). Let 
A ~ (z) be a basis matrix for the solution space of  thefirst problem. Then the matrix A2 (z) = z 'A  ~ (z)-T 
is a basis matrix for the solution space of  the second vector Padb-Hermite problem. A2 (z) is called the 
dual basis matrix for A l (z). 
Proof. First, we can see that 
and not only O(z'). Notice that A2(z ) -  1 = z,Aa(z) -V is a polynomial matrix because 
ff l (z) A a (z) = Os(z") 
O~(z- ' )FI(z)  = a l (z)  -1 ~ z 'Ax(z)  -a = O~(z°)FI(z) = O(z°). 
Because A 1 (z) A2 (z) x = z ' I .  = A 1 (z) T A2 (Z), 
Fz (z) [a2 (z) A x (z) T] FI(Z) T = z" Pz (z) F1 (z) T = O, (z z,) 
= [Fz(z)A2(z)] IF1 (z)A1 (z)] T = O(z') O~(z ~) 
So 7=a and A2(z) is a matrix of solutions of the second problem. 
deg(det(Az(z))) = na - ka = la, it is also a basis matrix. [] 
Because 
Note. It is important to remember that for nonsquare residual series, Rl (z )= Os(z ~) and 
R2(z )=Os(z  ~) does not imply that the product of both should be of strict order: 
Rl(z)Rz(z)  x ~ Os(z2"). Columns of both coefficient matrices can always fit in each others null 
space. Examples are both previous complementary problems (1), for which (for residuals of dual 
basis matrices) R 1 (z) Rz (z) x = O. 
3. Solutions with degree restrictions 
Most of the time we want to find all solutions having a specific degree structure. This will be 
reflected by the degree structure of the basis matrix. If the intended degrees are represented by 
a vector ,, then we look for a basis matrix which is ,-reduced [9]. 
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Let z • 7/". Any polynomial matrix A(z )•F[ , z ]  "×" can be written as 
T_,(z)A(z) = (A + O(1/z)) T,(z), 
where 
To(z) = diag(zCl, ..., z~"), 
• 7",  (at = z-deg(ai(z))). 
In this equation, .4 consists of the highest z-degree coefficients of the basis vectors. If these 
coefficients are linearly independent, we call the matrix z-reduced. If A(z) has zero-columns, then 
for each zero-column in A(z) a corresponding zero-column in A is allowed. 
Note. To avoid the confusion that is inherent in the notation O(z-l), we explicitly use 
"O(1/z) = z - lA -x  -'t- z -2A-2  + ...". 
Definition 8. A matrix A(z) • F [z ]  "×" is called z-reduced for a z • Z" if the matrix of the highest 
z-degree coefficients A has full rank. 
The notion of z-reduced basis matrix is strongly related to the definition of a-bases in [,11, where 
an almost complementary approach is used, using a "defect" instead of a z-degree. 
In practice one tries to compute a z-reduced basis matrix for the set S" of all solutions of a vector 
Pad6-Hermite problem, z-reducedness makes it possible to retrieve solutions with a special degree 
structure and allows us to map specific linear systems onto the vector Pad6-Hermite framework. 
As a small example of this mapping, we can retrieve the solution of the Hankel system 
Hx = b, 
H•F ("+1)×("+1), Hij  = hi+j, 0 <<. i, j  <~ n 
b = [bo "'" bn] T 
as of the solution with z-degree = 0 of the vector Pad6-Hermite problem with 
FvpH(z) = [-Y~="o hi zi - 1 - 27=0 b~ z"+'] = [-h(z) -1  -b(z) ] ,  
z=[n  n -1  0], 
a=2n.  
The generalisation towards block-Hankel systems is straightforward. 
Definition 9. The restricted solution set S~(z) is defined as 
S~(z) = {a(z)la(z) • S", z-deg(a(z)) ~< 6} (6 • Z). 
Sg(z) is no longer an F [z]-module, but it still is a vector space over F. If A,(z) is a z-reduced basis 
matrix for the problem of order a then 
{z~'ai(z)lO <<. ~i <~ 6 - z-deg(ai(z)), ai(7.) E A,(z), 1 <~ i <~ n} 
is a basis for S~(z). 
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Theorem 10. I f  A(z) is a basis matrix of S ~, then 
A(z) is z-reduced ,~ ~ v-deg(ai(z)) is a minimal (over the set of  all possible bases). 
i=1  
Proof. ( =~ ) Suppose that the sum of ~-degrees i not minimal, then there exists a basis matrix B(z) 
with a lower sum and B(z )=A(z )M(z )  for a unimodular M(z), i.e., M(z)~F[z ]  "×" and 
det (M (z)) = p ~ F \  {0}. If we call ~ and/ I  the vector of r-degrees of A (z) and B(z) respectively, then 
B(z) = T~(z)(B + O(1/z)) Tp(z) = T , (z ) (A  +O(1/z ) )T~(z )M(z )  
=~ det (B + O ( 1/z) ) = det (A + O ( 1/z)) det [ T, (z) M (z) T _ ~ (z) ] 
=~ det(B) + O(1/z) = (det(.4) + O(1/z))#z ~, 6 = 52~'= l(Cq - fig). 
n n f l i .  But det(A) ~ 0 ~ 6 ~< 0 =~ Y.i= 1 ~i ~< Yi= 1 
(~)  Suppose 3q~F" :  Aq = 0. Let v-deg(ak(z)) = max{v-deg(ai(z))[qi ~ O, i = 1, ..., n) and 
replace ak(Z) in A(z) by a,(z)  = 2"= 1 qlai(z) z'k-''. Because v-deg(a.(z)) < ~-deg(ak(z)), we would 
have found a new basis with a smaller sum of ~-degrees. [] 
The above theorem gives an alternative condition for ~-reducedness of a basis: 
A(z) is a r-reduced basis of S" 
A(z) is an independent set of n solution vectors and has a minimal r-degree sum. 
Another consequence is that if any basis exists for the solution space, then there always will be at 
least one ~-reduced basis, because the set of integers 
{i=l ~' v-deg(a , (z ) ) lA(z )=[a~(z ,  . . a,(z)] is a basis for S ~} 
has a lower bound, and so must have a minimum. 
Theorem 11. Given two dual vector Padk-Hermite problems of order a, with two respective dual basis 
matrices A l(z) and A2(z) 
Aa(z) is r-reduced ¢*. A2(z) is ( -  T)-reduced, 
v-deg(al,i(z)) = ~i ¢*" - v-deg(a2.1(z)) = a - ~i, i = 1 . . . .  , n. 
Proof. Set a = (0-,..., a) then 
Al(z)  = T,(A1 + O(1/z ) )Z ,  = Az(z ) -XT ,  
Az(z) = T - , (Ax  + O(1/z)) - r  To_ ~ = T - , (A~ x + O(1/z)) T . . . .  
Thus A2 = ,4i -x has full rank. [] 
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3.1. Classical Padb-Hermite problems 
Based on Hermite's results - -  on the function set of exponential  functions e '°'z - -  Mahler  [7] 
developed a theory on the (dual) Pad6-Hermi te  problems. These problems can be seen as special 
cases of vector PadS-Hermi te  problems with strict degree condit ions imposed. Also normality is 
always assumed in Mahler's work, i.e., the associated linear systems are never singular. He worked 
with a set of (n + 1) formal power series (fo(z),. . .  ,f,(z)). 
Def in i t ion  12 (Jager [4]). 
lems (t~o = t~\{0}). 
Padb-Hermite-problem 
(ao(z), . . . ,  a,(z)) such that 
deg(a~(z ) )~<p, -1 ,  0~<v~<n,  
r(z) = E"v=of~(z)a~(z) = O(z ~- '). 
Pad~-Hermite-problem of type I I  (German 
(ao(Z),..., a,(z)) such that 
deg(a~(z ) )~<a-p~,  0~<v~<n,  
rk.t (Z) = ak (Z) fa (Z) -- at (z) fk (Z) = 0 (Z ~ + 1), 
Given p = (Po, .--, P,) e M~+I, a = Z~/=, p~, define the following prob- 
of type I (Latin type): Find a nontrivial set of polynomials 
type): Find a nontrivial set of polynomials 
O <<, k, l <~ n. 
If we set 
av(z) = av(z I Po , . . . ,  P.), 
a~(z) -- a~(zlPo, ..., p,), 
we can define 
au,,(z lpo, . . . ,  p,) = a~(zlPo + 6u, O,. . . ,pn + 6u,,), 
au,~(ZlPo, ..., p,) ---- av(z[p0 -- 6u, O .. . .  , p, -- 6~,,.). 
Because Y~'= o Pi + 6u, i = tr + 1 for these problems, both the rk, t(z) and the r(z) will be of order a. 
Construct  the (n + 1)x (n + 1) matrices 
A(z [po , . . . ,p , )=[au , , ( z ]po , . . . ,p , ) ] (u=o ......;~=o ..... ,), 
a (z lpo , . . . ,  p,) = [a, ,~(z lPo, . . . ,  P.)](u=o ..... ,; ~=o ..... .). 
If the solution space of each of these problems is one dimensional, these matrices are well defined. 
Then we will call p a normal point. In such a normal point the following special relationships where 
retrieved [2, 4]. 
A (z l po, . . . ,  p,) ll (z l po, .. . ,  p.)T = r [ Co Z~ 
Lo 
0] 
"'.  , cl ~ O, 
Cn Za 
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and the result for the determinants 
det(A(zlPo, ..., p,)) = bz ~, b 4: O, 
det(U(z lP0, . . . ,p , ) )  = az "~, a v~ O. 
Both the type I and type II problems are vector Pad6-Hermite problems. We are able to solve 
them and then fulfill the restrictions on the degrees• This can be easily seen. AssumeJ~(0) 4: 0, for 
some value of i. 
(1) For the type I problem, we set Flw, n(z) = [fo(z) ... f,(z)]. 
(2) To get the type II problem we have to put 
-jS(z) 
II FVPH(Z ) = 
To(z) 
, (z) 
J} +, (z) - 
f,(z) - fffz) 
Theorem 13. Consider a system (fo(z), ... ,fn(z)) which is normal for the point p = (Po,..., P,). 
(1) A(zlPo, ..., p,)T is a p-reduced basis matrix for the vector Padb-Hermite problem of type I and 
order a. 
(2) ll(zlPo, ..., p,)T is a --p-reduced basis matrix for the vector Padk-Hermite problem of type I I  
and order a. 
Proof. 
FIvPHA(Z) w = O(z a) "~ 
det(A(z) x) = bz ~, b v ~ 0 
T_oA(z) w = D + O(1/z) 
with D a nonsingular diagonal matrix because 
bz*-* = b # O. Hence, A (z) a" is a ,-reduced basis. 
The proof for lI(z) is analogous. [] 
A(z) x is a basis of S7. 
it is a normal point, so det(D + O(1/z)) = 
3.2. Matrix Padb-Hermite and matrix simultaneous Padb approximants 
We can show that the duality properties also hold between matrix Pad6-Hermite and matrix 
simultaneous Pad6 approximants. The definition of these problems is as in Definition 12, where the 
power series fv(z) are replaced by square matrices F~(z)~ F [ [z ] ]  p×p. 
In [6, Section 5], Labahn constructs the square (n + 1)p x (n + 1)p polynomial matrix 
[P U(z)] 
r(zlp) = LQ(z  ) V(z)/" 
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To be consistent with our notation, we have replaced n of [-6] by p and k by n. 
Let us consider the matrix 
Al(Z) = r ( z lp )  = 1.. = Lz2Q(z) V(z) J  
When a block Hankel striped matrix [6, Eq. (1.1)] is nonsingular then det(A1 (z)) :/: 0. Note that the 
latter is a normality condition• Moreover, with • = (Po . . . .  , P~, . . . ,  p l ,  . . . ,  Pk, . . . ,  Pk), where each 
Pi is repeated p times, the ~-degree of the first n columns of Al (z )  is ~< 1. The ~-degree of the 
remaining pn columns is ~< 0. Hence deg(det(Al(Z))) ~< per + p. 
Also, with F/pH(Z) ---- [Fo(z) .-. F.(z)], Fi(z ) eF[ [z ] ]  p×p, 
FXvaH(Z)Ax (z) = Os(z ~+ 1). 
Thus, Al (z ) i s  a basis matrix of S "+1 for F~,en(Z). 
If we then consider the dual problem with 
- -E l (Z )  T 
-- Fi(z) T 
11 FVPH(Z ) = 
Fo(z) ~ 
F i - , ( z )  T 
Fi+l(Z) T - -E l (Z)  T 
r . (z )  ~ -F i (z )  T 
we get A2(z ) = z '+ lA l ( z )  -T as a basis matrix of the solution space S ~+1 for FvpH(Z).11 
Moreover, because A~ (z) is ~-reduced with ~-degrees 
(1,.. . ,  1, 0, . . . ,  0) 
~w-  --~ , 
p pn 
A 2(z) is -~- reduced with - ~-degrees 
(a, ..., a, o- +1, . . . ,  a +1) 
k-------y--------J q ~ (  ), 
p Pn 
(or (a - ~)-reduced with ~-degrees (0, ..., 0, 1, ..., ..., 1)). Comparing with the results in [-5], it turns 
out that 
I V*(z) U*(z) 
A2(z) T = _ z2Q,(z) - z2p*(z)j" 
3.3. Matrix Padb approximants 
In [5, Eq. (3.17)], Labahn constructs a matrix polynomial 
F,,.,(z) = F P(z) U(z)] ~ V[z](p+q)×(p+q ) 
LQ(z) V(z)] 
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If we consider now the matrix 
Al(z)=Fm,,(z)[ZoIv 0 1 
Ip 
it turns out that if the square block Hankel matrix Hm,,(mq = np) in I-5, Eq. (1.1)] is nonsingular 
(again a normality condition) then det(Al(Z)) :~ 0. 
Moreover, with z = (m, ..., m), the z-degree of the first p columns of Al(z) is 1, while the 
remaining q columns have 0-degree 0. Hence, deg(det(Al(Z))) <~ (p + q)m + p. 
On the other hand, 
F~,eH(z ) Al (Z) = lip --F(z)]Al(Z) = O(z "+"+ l) = O(z'). 
Therefore, A,(z) is a basis matrix of S" for Fv~en(z). From Theorem 7, we know that 
Az(z) = z'Aa(z) -T is a basis matrix of S" for 
II FvPn(Z ) = [F(z) T Iq]. 
Again, Theorem 11 states that the -z-degree of the columns of Az(Z) is 
(a - -1 , . . . ,a - - i ,  a, . . . ,a)  
I _ _ y _ _ j  k___y___..J 
P q 
(or, with z. = (n . . . . .  n), the z.-degree is 
(0,...,0, 1,...,1)) 
k....._y._....) k_.._..N,~) . 
P q 
Comparing with the results of [-5, Eq. (3.12)], it is easy to see that 
A2(z)  = [ - V *(z) U *(z) -] 
- zZQ*(z) - zZp*(z ) j  
As a consequence, we get that the right matrix Pad6 approximant U(z) V(z)- 1 = F(z) + O(z "+" + 1) 
is equal to the left matrix Pad6 approximant V * (z)- 1 U * (z). 
4. An algorithm to solve dual problems 
Given two dual problems, the algorithm that we propose recursively builds a z-reduced basis 
matrix for the first problem and at the same time a -z-reduced basis matrix for the second 
problem. In each step it increases the order tr of approximation by one, introducing in each 
problem respectively k and l new degrees of freedom. The algorithm is a generalisation of the 
algorithm in 1-83. An algorithm that solves dual problems could be used to compute the elements 
needed for the inversion components of structured matrices. 
Given Fl(z)~ F[z]  k×n and F2(z)~ F[z]  l×" with Fl(z)F2(z) T= O(g (r) and Fl(0), F2(0) of full 
rank. 
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Algorithm. 
A°(z) = I ,  = A°(z) 
for a = 1,2, 3,... 
Compute R~ ~ F k ×, as 
FvPH(Z)A ~- l(z) = z ~- XR~ + O(z'). 
Compute the permutation matrix P '~  F "×" such that 
(i) the first k columns of R~P"  are linearly independent, 
(ii) the k corresponding vectors a7 - 1 (z) in the matrix A~- 1 (z) have minimal x-degree (within 
(i)). 
Compute C ~ F k × l such that 
Compute 
(z) = 1 (z) V f (z ) ,  
A~z(Z) = A~2 - I(Z) V~(z), 
where 
o 1 
T zlt " 
Theorem 14. The algorithm constructs z- and - x-reduced ual basis matrices for the solution spaces 
Sg and Sg. 
Proof. The algorithm constructs for both problems independent sets of n solutions with 
deg(det(Ag(z))) = ko- and deg(det(Ag(z))) = Io-. 
In each step k new degrees of freedom are introduced in A~(z): k basis vectors are multiplied by 
z (their x-degrees are raised with 1). The 1 other vectors are recombined (to solve the problem) in 
such a way that their C-degree does not grow. So the sum of C-degrees remains minimal and the 
basis matrix is x-reduced. The case of A~(z) is analogous. [] 
The duality properties can be seen in each step of the recursion. Indeed, A~(z)A~(z) ~ 
= z~I. = AT(z)TA~(z), because (e .Tp .  = I.) 
V~(z) T V~(z)  ~ _ C T I i  T Z I  l 
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Note. 
(1) The row space of lowest degree coefficients of the residual series Rg and Rg are complement- 
ary (k + l = n). 
[F  1 (z) A~- 1 (Z)] [A~- 1 (z)T/72 (Z) T ] = F1 (z) [-h~ - l(z) A~- 1 (z)T] F 2 (Z) T, 
O(Z a- l )O(za-  1) = Fl (z)z,~- 1 I.Fg(Z)T, 
R~R~T22~r-2 + O(z 2a-l) = O(Z 2a-l) 
l;?tr l~aT ~ O. 
(2) We know that V~(z) and V~(z) can be found in the way we described: 
2"'1 - -  ",  a =~ R~ has full rank. 
rank R~ = k, rank R 2 = l L 23 
This means that the complementary part in R 2 of a square full-rank submatrix of R1 is never 
singular. So if P~ fulfills the condition (i) for R~, then W automatically fits the same condition for 
R~. It also means that the rows of [C T I,] cover the same space as the rows of R~ W, which is equal 
to the null space of the rows of R~ W. So in the algorithm R~, which must not be computed, may be 
used instead of [C a  `I~]. But then the generated basis matrices are not dual any more. 
(3) The basis matrices that are constructed by the algorithm have some additional properties. 
For A°l(Z) holds 
AL(O) = [al, 1(0) "- al,k(O)] = O, 
FI(Z) AL(Z) = Os(z~), 
As(O) = [al,k+l(O) -" al,,(O)] has full rank. 
For Az(Z) similar properties are true, but shifted as in (1). 
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